
Indian handicrafts showcase the rich heritage and authentic culture of our nation. 
The Indian Spirit's mission is to bring Indians close to their culture & World to 

appreciate the many wonders of these crafts.

 GIFTINGS







These illuminated bamboo balls are in yellow, orange, blue, violet, green, and pink color.
The length of these Bamboo Lights is 3.5 meters, and it has 20 bamboo balls.

The light is packaged in a bamboo box with a tight-knit design and with a jute wrap.
Celebrate festivals with a mantra of sustainability and empowering artisan livelihoods.

Bamboo Box: L- 11.5 inches  I  W - 5 inches  I  H - 4.5 inches

ECO-FRIENDLY BAMBOO LIGHTS IDEAL FOR 
HOME DECOR & FESTIVE 

CELEBRATIONS

SHUBHAM



These illuminated bamboo balls are in yellow, orange, blue, violet, green, and pink color.
The length of these Bamboo Lights is 3.5 meters, and it has 20 bamboo balls.

The light is packaged in a bamboo box with a tight-knit design and with a jute wrap.
Celebrate festivals with a mantra of sustainability and empowering artisan livelihoods.

Bamboo Box: L- 11.5 inches  I  W - 5 inches  I  H - 4.5 inches

ECO-FRIENDLY BAMBOO LIGHTS IDEAL FOR 
HOME DECOR & FESTIVE 

CELEBRATIONS

DIVYAM





Kansa Vatki and Kansa Wand are dome-shaped massage tools that have been 
used in Ayurveda for centuries.This Kansa wand is versatile; it features two Kansa 

vati; the larger side can massage the feet, while the smaller side can massage the face.
Kansa Vatki's textured surface replenishes the overall energy �ow of the body.

*The product comes with an instruction manual.

Vatki: L - 3 inch   I   W- 3 inch   I   H - 1.75 inch 
Wand: L - 5 inch  I  W- 2.75 inch / 1 inch  I  H - 2.75 inch 

KANSA MASSAGE WAND AND VATKI

YOURLOGO

YOURLOGO









Perfect for serving meals, the Kansa serving bowl has excellent functionality and is 
crafted �nely by local Indian artisans. Ayurveda recommends having all our 

three meals served from the Kansa Serving Bowl. Kansa is a good 
conductor of heat; thus, keeping your food warm over 

extended periods aiding e�cient digestion.

Diameter (in) - 5    I    Height (in) - 2.5    I   Weight (g) - 450 

KANSA SERVING BOWL WITH SPOON

YOURLOGO

YOURLOGOYOURLOGO



An everyday meal gets a touch of healthiness when served in Kansa metal. 
Kansa also inducts heat, so your bowl of hot milk or porridge retains heat for a 

longer time. Having breakfast in a Kansa bowl ensures a healthy start to your day.

Diameter (in) - 5    I    Height (in) - 2.5    I   Weight (g) - 450 

MAJESTIC BREAKFAST BOWL WITH SPOON

YOURLOGO



The Kansa Soup Bowl is an elegant piece of craft in your dinnerware collection. 
The Kansa metal has an immunizing e�ect on your diet and helps in promoting wellness.

 It is suitable for daily use because it is wear-resistant, bright, scratch-resistant, 
with excellent recycling value.

Diameter (in) - 4    I    Height (in) - 2.5    I   Weight (g) - 330 

KANSA SOUP BOWLS WITH SPOONS

YOURLOGO

YOURLOGO









The Lambani Jewelry Wallet and Coin bag Set is perfect for all your accessories.
Closure: Jewelry wallet - multi-fold pattern with single cloth zip puller.

Coin Bag - drawstring for easy and quick opening and closing. 

 Coin Bag: L- 4.5 inches  I   W- 4 inches   I   H- 2 inches
Jewelry Wallet: L - 8 inches I   W- 6 inches   I   H- 2 inches

JEWELRY WALLET AND COIN BAG

YOUR
LOGO

YOUR
LOGO



The Lambani Potli and Coin Bag complete your style with a tinge of dapperness.
Lambani bags are a stylish way of carrying your extra dimes. 
Closure: Drawstring for easy and quick opening and closing. 

 Coin Bag: L- 4.5 inches  I   W- 4 inches   I   H- 2 inches
Potli Bag : L - 8 inches I   W- 8 inches   I   H- 4 inches

POTLI AND COIN BAG

YOUR
LOGO

YOUR
LOGO



With an air of heritage, these Lambani Pouch and wallets vibes with all that you wear. 
The elongated pouch shape gives more space for your dear belongings and necessities, 

and Lambani Coin bags are a stylish way of carrying your extra dimes. 
Closure: Embroidered Pouch - single zip with a tassel 

Coin Bag - drawstring for easy and quick opening and closing

 Coin Bag: L- 4.5 inches  I   W- 4 inches   I   H- 2 inches
Pouch: L- 9.84 inches  I   W- 4.72 inches   I   H- 4.72 inches

POUCH AND COIN BAG

YOUR
LOGO

YOUR
LOGO



























When every person will buy local products with pride, will talk about local products, 
hail them and will take the message to others that our local products are so good, 

this message will go far not only local identity will be strengthened, 
the people who make these local products, 

their Diwali will also brighten up more.

Going for local doesn't mean only purchasing 'diya' but everything 
you use in Diwali. It will encourage those making them.

-PM Narendra Modi Ji

PLEDGE FOR 
ATMANIRBHAR BHARAT



Portion of the proceeds support charity for welfare
of artisans under the ‘Bridge For Artisans’ Initiative of 

the Bhavyata Foundation.

Contact Number: + 91 8104721581

info@theindianspirit.com                                            www.theindianspirit.com

In Association with


